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Abstract

Thisstudyteststhecomprehension
of a set of pharmaceuticalpictorialsfromtheU.S.Pharmacopoeia
Convention.Thisresearchalsodocumentstherelativelyunexploredareaof pictorialredesign.Concepts
by theoriginalpictorials
were
notwellcommunicated
reworkedwith datacollectedfromerroranalysesof
participants'answersanddrawingsgeneratedfrom
focusgroupparticipants.Severalredesigned
pictorialshavebeendevelopedfor furthertesting.A
set of preliminaryguidelinesforredesigning
pictorials
is offered.

Introduction
The hazards and proper use of phannaceutical drugs are not commonlyknown to most
people. Often the only informationavailable to consumers is the material found on
the product label. However,for certain
populationsof users, this method of
communicationcan be ineffective. The
print on the labels may be too small for
persons with poor vision (e.g., presbyiopics)
or may not be understandableto persons
lacking literacy or languageproficiency.
Besides printed language.another potentially useful way to alert people to the proper
use of medicationsis to communicate

infonnation via pictorials. Researchhas
shown that pictorialscan be identifiedat
greater distances (smallervisual angle) than
its associated-verbalmessag~occupyingthe
same surface area(e.g., Jacobs, Johnston,
and Cole, 1975). Also. personswho do not
understandthe printedlabel could potentially acquire the infonnation from the
illustrations. These benefits,of course,
assume that the pictorialsare sufficiently
well designed to convey the appropriate
informationto the user.
The U.S. PharmacopoeiaConvention
(USPC) has introduceda set of pictorials
that are accompaniedby brief verbal labels.
One purpose of the current study was to
determine the understandabilityof these
previously untestedUSPC pictorials.
A second purposeof the study is to

document the relativelyunexploredareaof
pictorial redesign.While attentionhas been
given to the testingof alreadyexisting
symbols and pictorials(e.g., Collins. Lerner,
and Piennan, 1982;Laux, Mayer, and
Thompson, 1989),little documentation
exists on the proceduresinvolvedin
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redesigning the pictorials after testing has
shown that the pictorial is inadequate.

(1) 28 USPC pictorialswere testedfor oompn!hensk,n;

One reason for this lack research is that the
initial testing of pictorials is often very
costly (in tenns of money, time, and effort).
Additional work to develop and evaluate
additional pictorials can be exorbitantly
costly. However, it is important to determine how pictorials can be improved. The
present study employs a set of relatively
low-cost procedures to evaluate and redesign pictorials that fail to adequately convey
their associated concept in earlier testing.

(3)

One of the major costs of testing pictorials is
the collection of data from the relevant
target populations (e.g., the elderly,
illiterates. and non-English speakers). In the
present research, this cost is reduced by
perf onning preliminary iterative cycles of
testing and redesign using easily obtainable
participants. The reasonable working
assumption is that if educated, literate
individuals with good vision are not able to
understand the pictorials. it probably
indicates that the pictorials will not survive
comprehension testing with more disadvantaged populations. Preparatory cycles of
iterative redesign and test are used in
advance of more fonnal test procedures
involving higher-cost representative samples
of the target population(s).
Because of its .iterative nature, the project
involves several stages. The current report
presents the first six:

(2) incom:c:tresponses wae examinedandan artist
reworked the pictorials into alternative designs;

redesigned pictoriall wen tesled foroom~bcnsion;

(4) the concepts.verbal labels andscoringcriterion w~

reexamined;
(5) focus groupswere usedlo gatherinformationon
alternativedeaigns;and

(6) infotmationgatherediJJPbue, 4 andS wae usedto
createa second set of alternativepictorialdesigns.

Not described in this report is a later (but not
necessarily final) phase which will involve a
full-scale comprehension test of randomly
sampled individuals of representative target
population groups.

PBASE1
Irutial Comprehension Testing of the
USPC Pictorials
Method

Participants. One hundred forty-three
participants (103 males, 40 females) ranging
in age from 9 to 60 (M=22.5, ST0=8.16)
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
the Troy, NY community were tested.
Materials and procedure. Twenty-eight
of the 30 USPC pictorials were tested
(excluding pictorials concerning rectal and
vaginal insertion). They were randomly
ordered and assembled into 4-page booklets.
Each page contained 6 tp 8 pictorials
accompanied by two blank lines below each
pictorial. Pages of the booklet were
randomized for each participant. Participants were asked to write the specific
meaning of each pictorial in the blanks.

FIGURE 1 Pictorialsthat Faffedto Meet 85% CriterionIn InitialTesting
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Results and Discussion

Responses were scored by two independent
judges. Correct answers had to include the
basic meaning of the descriptioncurrently
accompanying the USPC pictorials. Interobserver agreement (number of times the
two judges agree/ number of opportunities
to agree) was .95.
The standard used by the International
Standards Institute (ISO) of at least 85%
correct was invoked as a cutoff for
evaluating correct comprehension. All but
five of the pictorials reached or surpassed
this criterion. The five pictorials that failed
are shown in Figure 1.
PHASE2
Error Analysis and Redesign of Pictorials

The written responses for all of the pictorials
were analyzed to identify why and how
errors were made. Particular attentionwas
directed to the five pictorials that failed to
reach criterion. The error analysis suggested
ways that some of the pictorials could be
improved. The problems fell into three
general categories: (a) poor depictions,(b)
ambiguous language, and (c) difficulty
conveying the passage of time. Examples
are described below.
• The pictorial "Do not store oear heat or in
sunlight'' producednumerousanswers related to
flammability. The frequencyof theseresponses
suggests that the depiction of tlames is nota good
indicator of the intendedconcept This pictorial was
redesigned to depict a common heat and light source,
a radiatorbelow a window with the sun shining
through it (as shown in Figure 2).
• The pictorials '"Ibis medication may make you

drowsy" and "Take medicine before you go to bed"
were frequently confused. These pictorials were
redesigned to illustrate effects across time (e.g.,
taking the medicine and then drowsiness). Generally,
standards and guidelinesof pictorial design
recommend
against multiple images, but lids kindof
depiction seemed necessary. The revised ·drowsy"
piccorialis shown in Figure 2. The "Take at
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FIGURE2
Successful Revisiom in Phase 3
Do DOt .storonear hut

or ia sunlight.

Thi, medicinomay makeyou
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Phue 3 SCOl'C::93'1,
Phase4 scotc:: 91Cl, (32 strict)
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9411>
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If youhave questions,
call this number.

f'ha.sc:
3 SCCJr0:909'
Pbue 4 scotc::93'1,
(764.\ mict)

bedtime.. piccorialbarely exceeded the 85% criterion
(88%). A revision was made as an attempt ro
increase its understandabilityand distinguish it from
the "drowsy"pictorial. The original and the Phase 2
revision are shown in Figure 3.
• The pictorial "Do not break or aush tablets or
open capsules" (i.e., take whole) failed to reach
criterion. Considered in the redesign was the
possibility that a prohibitt.daction may be confusing,
because people may recognize the action, but fail to
recognize that it is prohibited. The pictorial was
redesigned coshow boththe positive event of taking
whole pills and the prohibitt.devent of not laking
broken pills (as shown in Figure 4).
• The pictorial "Take until gone" is an example of
the problem of respondentstaking a pictorial too
literally. Some participants incorrectlyanswered lhat
one should consume half of the boUle's contents at
one time. Threerevisions weredevelopedto depict
consumptionacross a series of times. These
pictorials areshown in the top section of Figure S.
• The pictorial "H you have questions.
call this
numbe(' just missed the 85% aiterion. Em>r
analysis indicated that several participantsthought
the number was only for emergencies. The revision
in Figure 2 shows a calmer person.

PHASE3
Testing Revised Pictorials

The pictorials that were designed or redesigned in Phase 2 were tested.
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FIGURE3
The "Take at Bedtime" Pictorial

t~

ORIGINALUSPC

....

Phue I SCClfC:88t>

PHASE2 REVISION

PHASE6 REVISION

were evaluated. The pictorialswere
randomlyassigned to a set of groupingsand
assembledinto booklets,with the constraint
that only one pictorial for a given concept
was assigned to a grouping to avoid
assistingsubjects on subsequentlyanswered
versions. Thus. any one pictorial was seen
only by a subsampleof 28-66 participants.
Otherwisethe procedurewas identicalto
Phase 1.
Results and Discussion

3 score: S7%
Phase4 score:56% (S6%strict)
PhL'IC

not yet evaluated

Method

Panicipants. One hundred twelve
participants (85 males. 27 females)ranging
in age from 18 to 48 (M=21.8. ST0=5.4)
from Rensselaer PolytechnicInstitute and
the Troy. NY communitywere tested.
Materials and procedure. Sixteenconcepts were tested. Included were revisions
of the five concepts that failed to reach the
85% criterion and six pictorials that reached
the criterion, but had responses that indicated serious confusionsor other problems.
Also included were two original pictorials
which had not been tested in Phase 1 and
three additional pictorials were includedas
fillers. Up to three revisions per concept
FIGURE4

Revisionsor"Do not breakor ttmh
tabletsor opencapsul~"
PHASE2

Phase3 sccre:S8'lt
Phase4 .tca"e: 68<1.(62%strict)

PHASE6

not yet evalwded

Scoringof pictorials was identicalto Phase
1. Inter-observeragreement was .91. Percentage correct scores are shown below the
revised pictorials in Figures 2-5. Two concepts failed to show a successfulrevisionof
85% correct: "Do not break or crush tablets
or open capsules" (Figure 4) and ''Take until
gone,, (Figure 5). In addition.several other
pictorials barely met the 85% criterion.
Successfulrevisions are shown in Figure 2.
PHASE4
Re-examinationorConcepts and Scoring

Several scoring difficultiesbecame apparent
in Phase 3. Up to this point. a lenient criterion had been used to determinea passing
score. Whilejudges tended to agree using
this criterion, when a stricter criterion was
attempted.the judges had difficulties
determiningthe correctnessof the responses.
An expert in pharmaceuticalsfrom the
Albany College of Phannacy was contacted
to help resolve some of the difficultiesand
establish better scoring criteria.
Bookletsfrom Phase 3 were re-scoredby
three students of the pharmacycollege
according to both lenient and strict (i.e., its
actual intended meaning)criteria. Averages
of their scores (Phase 4) are shown below
the earlier Phase 3 scores. In general,the
Phase 3 scores and the pharmacystudents'
lenient scores tended to agree. However.the
strict scores were lower and Jessconsistent.
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determining from participants' brief verbal answers
whether they understoodthe intendedconcept. For
example, did lhe participantsrealizethat one should
not drink alcohol at any point (within some unstated
time period) beforeand after consumingthe
medicine-not just at thepointin time of actually
consumingthe medication?

(i~tJ]~

PHASES
Visual Concepts from Focus Groups

Phuo 3 scoro:66~
Phase3 .sCORI:
&~
Phase4 score:79CJ.
(75411
strict) Phaso4 ,cue: &l'I> (71~ strict)

PHASE6 REVISIONS

ihetcl
not yet evalua&ed

oat

yet evaluated

Some pictorials which initially passed using
the earlier lenient criterion, now showed
difficulties,indicating that the need for
further work. Some of these cases are
described below.
• Severalpictorials and their associatedverballabels
bad unclear meanings. For example. most panicipants producedthecorrectverballabel for the
pictorial ••wam
hands." However.error analysis
revealedlhat some participantsgave answers of the
need to washhands beforewhereasother panicipants
responded with an answer to wash hands after.
• For the pictorial "This medicationmay make you
drowsy" (in Figures 1 and 2). severalparticipants
indicated that the medication wasto be taken as a
sleeping aid.
• For the pictorial "Do not break or crush tablets or

open capsules:· certain responses such as "take whole
dose .. imply thatonecanbreak the tablet as long as
all of the broken pill is consumed. Pills with a coat·

ing or time.release must sometimes be swallowed
whole to prevent improper short-rean absorption or
damageto the stomach lining. Therefore. Wldera
more strict aiterion the correct answer should be
something more akin to "Swallow pill whole:• It is
unclear whether participantspossibly understood this
while writing something different.
• Another problem of language was identified in
scoring the pictorial "Do not driDkalcohol while
taking this medication:· The judges had difficulty

Having identified several difficultieswith
some of the pictorialsin Phases 3 and 4,
additionaldata was collectedon ten
"problem,.concepts in order to generate
more ideas on how these concepts might be
depicted in alternativeways. Interviews
were held individuallyor in small groups
with participantswho were asked to draw
picturesof these concepts.
Method
Participants. A diverse group of 34

individuals(ranging in age from 10 to 80)
with ethnic backgroundsincluding AfricanAmericans,Asians, Hispanics,and Whites
were tested and interviewed.
Materials and procedure. Test booklets

contained short descriptiveparagraphsof
each concept at the top of otherwiseblank
pages. Participantswere told to imagine the
col)ceptand then draw a picture as best they
could. They were told drawingskill was
unimportantand to label the componentsto
help clarify meaning.

Resultsand Discussion
The drawings were collated by concept
Consistentrecurring images, if any. were
counted,including whether the images
showed a negative prohibitionor a positive
action, how the images were grouped,what
kind of action was shown, etc. One example
image that was suggestedfrom the focus
group data is the pictorial showing the knife
cutting the pills in Figure 4.
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PHASE6
A Second Set of Alternative Designs

A second set of alternative pictorials were
designed from ideas identified in the earlier
phases including infonnation from focus
group drawings, expert advice, and error
analyses. Examples of the newest pictorials
are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 5. These
pictorials have not yet been tested.
General Discussion

This present research is part of a continuing
study of pharmaceutical pictorials. Several
basic points are demonstrated. First, preliminary testing of pictorials using readily
available participants is a way of determining which pictorials are deficient (without
the expense) before fonnal testing of representative groups of the target populations .
Second, it became clear that additional
pictorials for the concepts are needed. This
relates to the varied kinds of drug preparations and how they must be consumed (e.g.,
tablets, capsules , liquid , patches, inje.ction).
Visually depicting each of these methods of
consumption would require a prohibitive
number of pictorial labels if they
aredesigned like most of the original USPC
pictorials (with the inset image on the upper
left comer showing the drug being taken by
mouth). Use of oral consumption as the
standard method of communicating consumption could potentially confuse the user
to perform the wrong activity. This suggests
the need for customized pictorials. For
example, for a given prescribed regimen, the
appropriate pictorial components could be
selected and combined by a computer with
graphics capabilities and then printed as part
of the accompanying verbal label.
Third, several sarategies of pictorial design
were identified . Some are listed below:
(a) Low comprehension
by participants
as well as low
reliabilitybyjudgesareindicationsChat
the
pictorial or lbe coocept is not well understood.

(b) The kinds of errorsmade to the pictorialsshould
be identified to provide informationfor their
redesign. Particular attention should be given to
aitical confusionerrorswherethe pictorialis

interpreted in the oompletelywrongway.

(c) Another source of design i~ can be rough
drawings of images from focus groupsubjects.
(d) The meaningof lhe ooncepland vernal mes.,ageor
tbe intended pictorial should be clarified. The

verbalmessageassociatedwith the pictorialmay
be incon'ect or m1dear
.
(e) An expert in lhe subject domain mayneed to be
consulted to clarify issues relatingto lhe intended
couceplS . Expert infmnatim will helpestablish
the aileria for scoring the cxxnprebensionrests.
(O Although lbe original pictorials followeda
pleasingandcoosistentvisualpattern, thispattern
may not be adequate to indicatecertain concepts
suchas the passageof differentperiodsof lime.
The pictooal grammarnee& to be Ocxibleto
represent and distingmsb betweenthe ooncepts.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the
present article only describes the initial
phases of the project A later phase will test
the existing USPC pictorials and several of
the redesigned pictorials representative,
random samples of participants . stratified
according to age, language skills and
cultural background.
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